The concept of electoral competition is relevant to a variety of research agendas in political science, yet the question of how to measure electoral competition has received little direct attention. We revisit the distinction proposed by Giovanni Sartori between competition as a structure or rule of the game and competitiveness as an outcome of that game, and argue that to understand which elections can be lost (and therefore when parties and leaders are potentially threatened by electoral accountability), scholars may be better off considering the full range of elections where competition is allowed. We provide a dataset of all national elections between 1945 and 2006 and a measure of whether each election event is structured such that competition is possible.
Introduction
Elections occur across regime types, motivating a rich theoretical literature on countries that "inhabit the wide and foggy zone between liberal democracy and closed authoritarianism" (Schedler, 2002, p. 37 ). Yet this literature has been limited by a measurement problem.
To date, scholars have not agreed on criteria that define which elections can be lost. This is important because it represents the appropriate universe of cases for many research questions in the field. Many scholars use criteria that allow for post-hoc adjustments to the universe of countries included in studies on political transitions, or of the effects of electoral competition. To put the problem starkly, if scholars are interested in studying the consequences of elections, they should not exclude elections based on whether they were consequential.
Doing so excludes all cases of elections that could have been consequential, but were not, and as we show, risks producing biased estimates of parameters of interest.
Despite growing interest in the diffusion of elections across regime types, professional incentives for data provision by scholars are low within political science, and many datasets are used uncritically. For example, Gerardo Munck and Jay Verkuilen summarize dominant methodological approaches in the study of democracy and argue that "problems of causal inference have overshadowed the equally important problems of conceptualization and measurement" (Munck and Verkuilen, 2002, p. 5-6) . Similarly, Yoshiko Herrera and Devesh Kapur complain that "inattentiveness to data quality is, unfortunately, business as usual in political science" (Herrera and Kapur, 2007) . The incentives against systematic collection of cross-national data are large, and there are strong motivations for scholars to use off-the shelf data and justify it as the "best available." Herrera and Kapur complain that such dynamics mean that many "data are used because they are used -and the datasets, problematic or not, become acceptable by repetition" (Herrera and Kapur, 2007) . In response to a similar problem in the study of elections across regime types, we seek to provide a more transparent and precise measure of elections and their potential for competition.
In this article, our aim is not to undercut studies that have already been published, but to clearly define the measurement problem, provide a solution to it, and demonstrate why a direct measure of the potential for electoral competition is substantively important in future research.
Our measure of electoral competition is based on three criteria: whether opposition is allowed, multiple parties are legal, and more than one candidate competes. All elections that meet all three criteria are defined as elections with competition. Note that our goal is not to predict which elections will be lost, nor to propose an alternative measure of regime type.
Rather, we define and measure which elections could be lost, thus providing the full universe of potentially competitive elections. This measure is intentionally minimalist, and can be used as a baseline for scholars interested in studying the role that other factors, such as election fraud, opposition coordination, electoral rules, or media bias play in the causes and consequences of electoral competition. The data introduced in this article cover all direct elections for national office, which includes all 157 independent states with a population greater than 500,000 that held at least one national election between 1945 and 2006. 1 This proposed measure has several advantages over existing approaches. First, it is defined ex-ante without attention to the actual performance of candidates in the election. This distinction is crucial for studies that seek to understand the conditions under which elections are likely to be lost, as excluding elections based on the outcome of elections adds bias to hypothesis testing. Second, it can be applied across regime types, which sidesteps a common problem in which researchers attempt to study the determinants of political change by using complex and potentially endogenous measures of regime type. Third, by providing an overtly minimalist definition of electoral competition, it draws a bright line between elections in which a government loss is possible and those in which it is impossible.
The method used to define the universe of relevant elections has substantively important consequences, which we demonstrate in relation to how media bias influences election competitiveness. In addition to our empirical illustration, there are a number of research questions for which more complete data on elections and competition could be useful. Existing scholarship includes many examples: Do repeated elections lead to democratization (Lindberg, 2006a) ? Does even minimal electoral competition in African countries induce fiscal manipulation (Block, Ferree and Singh, 2003) ? Do democratic institutions, including potentially competitive elections, increase foreign direct investment or deter it (Jensen, 2003) ? Does electoral competition (and more generally, democracy) lead governments to be more transparent (Hollyer, Rosendorff and Vreeland, 2010) ? Do election boycotts help or hinder the opposition's chances of being in power (Lindberg, 2006a) or help to bring about political reform (Beaulieu, 2006) ? Does linkage to the West improve an opposition party's prospects (Levitsky and Way, 2004) ? What factors, such as opposition unity, can help break the dominance of an incumbent (Howard and Roessler, 2006) ? How does political competition in early elections influence democratic stability (Wright, 2008) ? Which institutional factors, such as elections, are "pathways from authoritarianism" (Hadenius and Teorell, 2007) or "portents of pluralism" (Brownlee, 2009)? In the sections that follow, we propose a new measure of the potential for electoral competition, present alternative methods used to infer the existence of competition, compare these measures to our proposal, and provide an empirical comparison of alternative methods of selecting the appropriate universe of cases, showing why a clear and direct measure of electoral competition is useful and substantively important.
The National Elections Across Democracy and Autocracy Measure of Electoral Competition
This project is motivated by two stylized facts. First, most governments in the world now hold elections, and some of these leaders have no intention of giving up power were they to lose. The group of countries that do not hold direct national elections continues to shrink, and is currently less than a dozen.
2 The practice of combining aspects of democratic and authoritarian rule is not new (Hermet, Rose and Rouquie, 1978) , but, as Jason Brownlee (2009) summarizes,"in the 1990s rulers were fusing plebiscitarianism and authoritarianism at an astounding rate" (p. 515). Second, even leaders who hold rigged elections lose some of the time (even if they do not always give up power), indicating that elections can pose some threat even to those leaders who engage in serious election manipulation.
Which elections pose a threat to the incumbent leadership of a country, and which are structured such that the incumbent cannot lose? It has proven difficult to distinguish between faux-elections and and contests that pose a possible threat to the government in power, par-ticularly when some governments attempt to "reap the fruits of electoral legitimacy without running the risks of democratic uncertainty" (Schedler, 2002) . The underlying challenge for measurement was formulated in Giovanni Sartori's landmark 1976 study of party systems:
Since competition includes competitiveness as a potential outcome, competition is equal to, and can be defined as, potential competitiveness. Conversely, competitiveness presupposes competition (as a structure) and is something to be measured in outcome, on the basis of its effectiveness. Thus competitiveness is one of the properties or attributes of competition. (Sartori, 1976, p. 218, emphasis in original) In this formulation, the institution of contested elections can be thought of as a structure of the game, and the electoral outcome as the realization of a random variable. Where the realization is at least in some doubt, competitiveness can exist. Where the outcome is certain, the structure prohibits competition and elections can not be competitive.
So how can one distinguish between elections in which the outcome is certain and those in which some uncertainty exists? In a given election, we argue that competition is possible when opposition is allowed, multiple parties are legal, and more than one candidate is allowed on the ballot. If any of these criteria are violated, the election cannot be lost.
Thus, the National Elections Across Democracy and Autocracy (NELDA) data measure the concept of competition as the joint product of these three factors, coded as binary-answers to three questions for every election event: (1) was opposition allowed? (2) was more than one party legal? (3) was there a choice of candidates on the ballot? These variables are labeled respectively as Nelda3, Nelda4, and Nelda5 in the data. Table 1 presents pairwise correlations. If a national election meets all three conditions, we define the election as one in which competition is allowed. This group of elections represents the full universe of cases for many research questions. These variables may also be used separately or in other combinations when appropriate, or combined with additional indicators relevant to specific research questions.
A focus on which elections allow competition is similar to work on democracy by Przeworski et al. (2000) . According to Przeworski et al. (2000) , a democracy is characterized by political contestation defined by three features: "(1) ex-ante uncertainty, (2) ex-post irreversibility, and (3) repeatability." Our proposed measure is not intended to measure broader categories of regime type, and can be understood as an indicator of only ex-ante uncertainty, which Przeworski et al. (2000) do not measure separately. Their distinction between uncertainty and unpredictability also applies here:
Uncertainty is not synonymous with unpredictability: The probability distribution of electoral chances is typically known. All that is necessary for outcomes to be uncertain is that it be possible for some incumbent party to lose. (Przeworski et al., 2000, 16-17) .
We do not attempt to measure ex-post irreversibility nor repeatability. A additional technical but sometimes important distinction is that our measure applies to individual election events rather than country-years.
With this measure, we implicitly make several proposals. The first is simply that these three variables represent a minimalist measure of the potential for electoral competition, which we explain in detail below.
3 Second, we argue that researchers engaging in cross-national research on the consequences of electoral competition should use the full set of elections allowing competition as the appropriate universe of cases. Idiosyncratic adjustments to the appropriate universe of cases or non-random sampling not only introduce bias, but make comparison of findings across researchers problematic.
Our first proposal is relatively straightforward: we measure directly what many scholars have referenced for decades. In terms of the second proposal, it may be that our definition is "too" minimalist, and we claim that some elections could have been lost when in fact they could not. We address this second issue in greater detail when we compare the NELDA data to the available alternatives, and argue that the minimalist approach is a useful starting point even for researchers who would prefer a more detailed measure. Future researchers can use the NELDA measure as a starting point from which to evaluate additional criteria that may serve as better predictors of which elections have the potential for competition.
The NELDA dataset includes information on more than 2,600 election events in 157 countries.
This represents all independent states with a population greater than 500,000 between 1945-2006, with statehood defined by Gleditsch and Ward (1999) . All elections for national office are included. Referenda are generally excluded unless they are votes on the continued rule of a specific individual. In addition to the competition criteria, the dataset includes information on more than fifty additional attributes of electoral events that are not discussed here, such as whether the incumbent contested the election, extended their term limit, or designated a chosen successor. In its most disaggregated form, NELDA codes executive and legislative elections separately, even if they occur on the same day, so that measures of competition can be separated by office and by election-round.
Data were coded by a team of undergraduate and graduate research assistants who were each trained for several weeks on practice data, and RAs met with the principal investigators weekly during coding in order to discuss problematic cases. Sources used to code the data are diverse, including scholarly studies of specific countries, the elections data handbooks published by Oxford University Press (Nohlen, 2005; Nohlen, Grotz and Hartmann, 2001; Nohlen, Krennerich and Thibaut, 1999) and run in the election. Despite murders and mass prosecutions of its activists, the Party managed to garner 10 % of the (officially announced) popular vote (Staar, 1958) . 4 Thus, according to our definition, the 1947 elections allow competition (Nelda3 and Nelda4 are "yes"), and subsequent elections in Communist Poland do not (Nelda3 is "no" and Nelda4
is "yes." Even though different parties were allowed to exist after 1947, they were controlled by the Communists.
Thus, Nelda3 and Nelda4 correlate highly, but capture somewhat different means of eliminating competition. When opposition is allowed but multiple political parties are not legal, the government has officially banned all parties, but allows some opposition candidates to exist and even campaign, usually as independents. When opposition is not allowed but multiple parties are legal, the legal parties are typically only government organized "opposition"
parties. The combined use of these variables helps to distinguish between "real" opposition and regime-organized fronts. To illustrate, in the 2000 presidential election in Uzbekistan, President Karimov faced one supposed opposition opponent, but the opponent did not campaign, was from the governing party, and when asked, even admitted to supporting and voting for the incumbent president. In this election, Nelda3 is coded as no.
Finally, Nelda5 indicates whether voters were allowed to make a choice between candidates on the ballot, which is possible when the number of candidates competing for a slot exceeds the number of slots to be filled. A country may allow opposition to exist, make multiple parties legal, but eliminate any choice on the ballot for the office or offices in question, thus eliminating the possibility of competition.
[ Table 1 about here]
As shown in Table 1 , these three variables correlate highly but not perfectly, indicating that in practice, governments use different institutional strategies to eliminate the possibility of competition. There are nearly 2,400 first round elections in the NELDA data. Of these, more than 500 fail the competition criteria, meaning that yes was not the answer to Nelda3, Nelda4, or Nelda5. Which of the three NELDA variables causes cases to miss the competition criteria? There are about 200 elections that meet none of the competition criteria (37%).
Nelda3 alone leads about 6% of elections to fail the competition criteria, Nelda4 alone causes about 15% to drop out, and Nelda5 causes 7% to fail the competition criteria. The remaining elections fail two of the three criteria.
Theoretically, the NELDA competition criteria are intended to measure a widely referenced concept of when an election can be meaningful, and the measure is grounded in a party-based concept of electoral contestation (Greene, 2007; Przeworski et al., 2000; Sartori, 1976) . As
Przeworski et. al. argue, "contestation occurs where there exists an opposition that has some chance of winning office as a consequence of elections." (Przeworski et al., 2000, p. 16).
Are all three criteria necessary? The short answer is yes, with a few minor exceptions.
Although the criteria are correlated, there are three types of "unloseable" elections that are separately captured by each variable. First, if opposition is not allowed but more than one party is legal and there is a choice of candidates on the ballot (011), an election cannot be lost by the incumbent because any victory in such an election will mostly likely be for a regime-installed puppet.
5
If only one party is legal but opposition to the regime is allowed and there is a choice of candidates on the ballot (101), the election is conceptually unlosable because no opposition party can assume power, even if an anti-regime "independent" group of candidates manage to win a few extra seats. In the post-WWII era, competition is theorized as partisan, and the requirement for multiple political parties is more theoretical than practical.
6
Finally, if opposition is allowed, multiple parties are legal, but there is not a choice of candidates on the ballot (110), then the election cannot be lost on a purely practical basis.
If there is no choice of candidates for the office(s) in question, there can be no loser. The one glaring exception to this rule in our data is the 1988 Chilean referenda on the continued rule of Augusto Pinochet. Even though he ran against himself, he still managed to lose to the "no" vote. It is also technically possible for a write-in candidate to win a single-candidate election, but we do not know any examples of this occurring (to date) in a national election.
Nevertheless, our measure does not prohibit scholars from changing the assumption that all three variables are necessary for competition to be possible. One could easily use only one or two of the three variables as the threshold for competition. Such a definition would be even more minimalist than the measure we propose, and in our view, it would be more controversial.
[ 
Existing Approaches to Which Elections Can Be Lost
How is the NELDA data different from alternatives? In this section, we outline three methods used by scholars to infer appropriate samples for empirical studies of the causes and consequences of electoral competition. In practice, these methods are sometimes combined in idiosyncratic ways. As we argue below, all three are potentially problematic in ways that can be remedied by measuring the potential for competition directly.
The three rules are commonly used in a number of research agendas in international relations and comparative politics, but are perhaps most explicitly discussed in the burgeoning research on elections "without democracy" (Diamond, 2002) , including studies of hybrid regime types (Brownlee, 2009; Diamond, 2002) such as electoral authoritarianism (Schedler, 2006) and competitive authoritarianism (Howard and Roessler, 2006; Way, 2002, 2010) . The use of these rules is also common in political economy and other area of international relations in which an important characteristic of a state is whether the government faces electoral accountability. The general approach of using outcomes to infer the existence of institutional structures is also present in Przeworski et al. (2000) who use the vote-share of the winning party in their classification of democracies and dictatorships (p.
27).
There are three problems with using an outcome-based rule to define the potential for competition. First, significant and arbitrary assumptions are required to specify the maximum vote share any incumbent can receive in a democratic election, as well as the lowest vote share an authoritarian incumbent will accept as the minimum threshold of winning. Any such threshold will be noisy, and will aggregate different 'types' of elections (and both democratic and autocratic incumbents) on either side of the threshold. 10 There is no reason why a completely democratic leader could not win in an overwhelmingly victory, nor why an authoritarian leader (who anticipated such a threshold) can not falsify a victory of less than any given threshold in order to appear more democratic. In fact, there is evidence that some authoritarian leaders have falsified election results to ensure that their margin of victory is not "too high." Because popular leaders sometimes commit electoral fraud, popularity and fraud are indistinguishable in some cases.
Second, although it is likely that any outcome-based rule will exclude some regimes with higher levels of anti-opposition bias, such a rule of thumb opens the door to post-hoc coding decisions. A regime that is, ex ante, viewed as one with the potential for electoral accountability may be coded as noncompetitive if the election happens to lead to an 80 percent victory for one party. The opposite is possible for the case of stunning opposition victories in which parties overcome severe bias against them.
However, the third and most serious issue is that if an outcome-based rule is used to determine the universe of elections included in a study, it is often a clear case of selecting on the dependent variable. This is a well known problem, and arises when scholars are studying the determinants of electoral competition based on the outcome of the election. 11 Selecting on the dependent variable generates biased estimates of the parameters and unreliable inferences about the validity of the hypotheses. The following model illustrates this problem in relation to electoral competition.
A Simple Model of Electoral Competition
Many (if not all) elections are manipulated contests (Gandhi and Przeworski, 2009) , and the level of manipulation varies along a continuum. 12 For simplicity, we focus on elections in which the incumbent leader (or incumbent political party) is running, the opposition is challenging the incumbent, and if the incumbent loses, the opposition assumes power.
For every candidate or political party, there is some vote share that the incumbent party would receive if elections were entirely free and fair and voters were able to translate their preferences accurately into representation. Let x be the share of the vote that the incumbent would receive in a manipulation-free election, where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Let β ∈ R ≥0 measure the election's bias in favor of the incumbent. Assume that this bias influences the results of the election according to the following function:
Here 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 is the vote share the incumbent would get if elections were free and fair and β ∈ R ≥0 is a measure of the bias in favor of the incumbent. When β = β 0 = 0, the official vote share equals the free and fair election vote share, as it would in an ideal democracy. If Rule 1 were used to define the universe of cases for an empirical test of the null hypothesis that β 2 ≤ β 1 , the researcher would systematically exclude many cases of high manipulation and poor opposition performance, thus (downward) biasing the test of the relationship between state-run media (or any other strategy) on the probability that the incumbent will lose the election. By virtue of an inaccurate sample selection, the researcher may erroneously conclude that state run media has little or no effect on opposition performance.
In short, when attempting to estimate the effect of a particular incumbent or opposition strategy on the likelihood of a specific electoral outcome (such as a regime change or a democratic breakthrough), excluding some observations based on their electoral outcomes is not an advisable strategy.
13

Rule 2: Competition Boundaries Defined by Regime Classification
Political regimes are defined in the study of politics for many different reasons, and a comprehensive summary of the literature on regime type is beyond the scope of this project.
Nevertheless, some researchers use regime-type boundaries as shorthand for which elections can be lost, or select the universe of cases for a study based on regime type when the intended 13 Also problematic is the use of a "lagged" value of the electoral return to classify a regime or the state of electoral competition. Essentially, a lag may help alleviate the ex-ante/ex-post tension described above, but does not alleviate the issue of coding on the dependent variable, which comes with the attendant risk of biased hypothesis testing.
universe is the full set of countries that allow electoral competition.
14 This may be because it was once the case that democracy was shorthand for multiparty elections, and authoritarianism was shorthand for a country that allowed no elections. which such an upset was previously thought to be "impossible." Because surprising election results are often a way in which change in a regime type is recognized, it is difficult to use regime type to define which elections could have been lost by the incumbent, but were not.
In other words, regime type is a trailing indicator of consequential elections, not a predictor of which elections have the potential to be consequential.
Rule 3: Competition Defined by a More General Dataset
The third rule used by some scholars is to infer the universe of countries that allow potentially competitive elections from more general indices that are not intended to study electoral competition, such as Polity IV or Freedom House. Usually justifying the use of these datasets by stating that better data do not exist, scholars have used these data to identify the set of elections that are potentially competitive. 15 The main challenge in using such aggregated measures is that they are at best noisy approximations of elections and competition.
This rule most often takes the form of an assumption that any election held when a country falls between a range of values on an index is an election with competition. For example, a minimum threshold on the Polity variable in the Polity IV dataset is assumed to mean that electoral competition is impossible, and that all other elections held in a country above that threshold allow competition. Yet, by rules hard-wired into Polity, the rankings do not distinguish between countries based on characteristics associated with specific elections. 
16
The democratic elections in Greece 1974 occur during a period in which the country receives a Polity score of -7, which is the same score received by many regimes holding one-party contests in the Middle East, and Kostunica's breakthrough against Milosević occurred when the country was coded as an inauspicious -6. The same score is assigned to Armenia on the eve of its presidential elections in 1996 and to the solidly communist elections in 1980
Poland. This issue cannot be resolved by turning to Polity's subcomponent scores (see Vreeland (2008) andCheibub, Gandhi and Vreeland (2010) on the problem of aggregation). The subcomponent variables XRCOMP, XROPEN, and PARCOMP are the three components in Polity IV that appear to be the most theoretically relevant to electoral conditions. Yet they all have the same rankings for a number of cases that are not equivalent in terms of 15 Studies that rely in part on this type of approach include Hegre (2001) , Mansfield and Snyder (2002) , Diamond (2002) , Lindberg (2006b) , Howard and Roessler (2006) , Kenyon and Naoi (2010) , Keefer (2007) .
16 See insightful discussion in Bilinski (2010) . Also see Kenyon and Naoi (2008) for evidence of measurement error in that dataset. the possibility of electoral competition. Thus, by design, even though the Polity dataset is one of the most widely used sources of data on variation in democratic and authoritarian political institutions, it does not draw a distinction between elections that allow competition and those that do not.
Other datasets such as the Database of Political Institutions (DPI) have also been used to study elections (Beck, 2001; Freedom House, 2007) . DPI includes variables about elected legislatures and executives, along with variables indicating the nature of competition. Although the DPI comes closer to measuring electoral competition with its indices of legislative and executive competitiveness (LIEC and EIEC), these indices rely on outcome-based indicators.
In EIEC and LIEC, a country receives the most competitive score when it holds elections in which there are multiple candidates running for office and no candidate obtains more than 75 percent of the vote. Assuming that countries allow competition (or not) based on the DPI dataset is, therefore, problematic under Rule 1.
4 Comparing the NELDA Measure of Competition to the Alternatives
We measure competition such that it can be applied across regime types, and is determined separately from election outcomes (Sartori, 1976) . The criteria we propose are intended to be a conservative and minimalist measure of which elections could theoretically pose a threat to the incumbent government or ruling party. This is the appropriate set of elections for many research questions, as it is less likely open the door to bias by selecting on the dependent variable. It is helpful to think about the types of error produced by each strategy in terms either type I error (excluding elections than can be lost) or type II error (including elections that cannot be lost).
By design, our measure of competition is unlikely to commit type I error and leave out elections from the sample that can, in fact, be lost. Although there is no general theoretical reason to prefer type I errors over type II in statistical tests, the conversation is somewhat different in the context of data collection. Simply put, it is much easier for scholars using our data in the future to exclude cases that that possess some other characteristic that makes an incumbent loss impossible than it is for future scholars to include elections that could be lost but were erroneously excluded. From a purely practical standpoint in using existing data, it is easier to exclude visible cases than to include previously excluded cases. And, as validation, there are no cases of elections that fail our competition criteria in which the incumbent (or a chosen successor) has run and lost an election (per Nelda24). Finally, even if we have incorrectly excluded some elections that can be lost, all elections are available as observations in the dataset, including those that fail our proposed competition criteria.
Type II error in the selection of cases is a greater risk, but can be addressed. If competition is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the outcome of the election to be in some doubt, then our measure may include some elections than cannot really be lost.
18 Our response to this concern is threefold: (1) recent research emphasizing the role of agency over structures suggests that the possibility of an incumbent loss is conceivable when competition is allowed, even under onerous conditions for the opposition such as massive electoral fraud or widespread use of political violence; (2) even if some elections that cannot be lost are included in the full universe of elections with competition, it is most likely that they will add only noise to the data; and (3) those who view the measure as too minimalist can add additional criteria to our conditions for competition or propose an alternative set of variables that are sufficient for competition.
If competition is allowed in a given election, and if human agency or election strategies are relevant, then a minimal and structural definition of electoral competition should be used to define the appropriate universe of cases. Once the opposition is allowed to compete, as Bunce and Wolchik's studies have demonstrated, they have the opportunity to marshal available resources in order to demand further changes from the government, and a number of stunning opposition victories have occurred throughout the world. What if the NELDA measure of competition overestimates the power of agency or opposition strategy to overcome severe pro-incumbent bias? In this is the case, our method would include some elections that would return incumbent victory with 100% certainty. Such type II error is most likely to add noise to hypothesis testing. If we are missing an important variable in our competition criteria which is sufficient to make electoral outcomes certain, it is likely to matter if the independent variable in question (such as media manipulation) is systematically related to the potentially "missing" competition criteria. If the independent variable in question (such as state-control and manipulation of the media) is unrelated to the hypothetical variable that is missing from the competition criteria, scholars can still evaluate causal relationships of interest without necessarily running into bias. Table 2 summarizes the comparison between the NELDA competition criterion and common alternatives.
[ Table 2 about here]
How does the NELDA-defined measure of electoral competition compare to the three alternative rules used to define the electoral competition described above? By definition, the NELDA criteria avoid the problems with Rule 1 in which the outcome of the election is used to judge whether competition was possible. The three variables used to define competition are all known before an election takes place. Using outcomes to select which elections to include in a sample is bound to both generate noise in the sample selection (because cut-points are necessarily arbitrary), and generate systematic bias when testing hypotheses about the determinants of political change.
Rule 2 may generate valid tests about the determinants of competitiveness, provided that outcomes are not used in defining regime types. Depending on the exact purpose of the regime classification, it is possible that either type I or type II error will be present (for example, with democratic regimes, type II error is likely minimal as elections should not be won with certainty in any democracy. If hegemonic regimes were used as part of a classification scheme, type II error is more likely). It is potentially more productive to use the NELDA data to better understand variation among regime types rather than using regime type to define which elections allow competition. Scholars can use NELDA to test assumptions about distinctions among regime types. Especially where the goal of the researcher is to understand regime change it is particularly important to define elections apart from regime type, as elections are one potential explanation for and marker of regime change. Thus, rather than arguing that regime typologies are not useful in the study of elections, we argue that conceptual separation between electoral competition and regime types can advance the study of both.
[ Figure 6 -7 about here]
The difference between NELDA and Rule 3 is straightforward. Put simply, other datasets are not measures of electoral competition: they code directly neither Sartori's basic concept of competition, nor degrees of competitiveness. The difference introduced by measuring competition directly is best illustrated graphically. Figures 6 and 7 compare the NELDA data to two widely used datasets on political institutions and political rights: the Polity IV dataset (Marshall and Jaggers, 2007) and the Freedom House data on political rights and civil liberties (Freedom House, 2007) . Figures 6 -7 illustrate the number of elections that allow competition and the number of elections that do not allow competition, per the NELDA data, at each level of the three indices. They show clearly that there is no threshold on these indices that includes the full universe of cases in which electoral competition is possible.
Some other datasets in political science include information on elections, and we include a more detailed discussion of the differences between them and NELDA in an online appendix.
For the most part, other datasets are motivated by the study of democracy or democratization, and are therefore restricted to democratic or nearly-democratic elections. One partial exception is the Institutions and Elections Project (IEP) by Regan and Clark (2007) , which is comparable to NELDA in terms of breadth of coverage and attention to elections specifically, although it starts in 1973. There are also some non-trivial differences in how competition is defined and measured in the two datasets. IEP codes whether political parties are banned but does so at the level of country-year, whereas NELDA does so at the level of the election round. The other competition criteria, such as whether there were multiple candidates on the ballot, do not appear to be available through IEP. That said, there are a number of variables of significant interest in the data by Regan and Clark (2007) and its attention to individual elections should make the two datasets complementary resources.
As mentioned earlier, the DPI dataset does contain some variables that measure electoral competition (Beck, 2001) . However, our analysis suggests that is not an accurate measure of the potential for electoral competition. Out of all elections that were either a gain for the opposition or a loss for the incumbent (both ex post measures of elections that must have allowed competition), DPI identifies more than 20 percent as non-competitive. We have not yet uncovered why this discrepancy exists, but have checked our codings against DPIs measures of elections and competition, and have confirmed that (at least minimal) opposition did exist in many cases that are not counted as elections in DPI.
Of course, our data is also likely to contain errors, although our inter-coder reliability tests indicate high levels of agreement. Because we measure the concept of electoral competition directly and seek to quantify errors while coding all elections between 1945-2006, we believe our data is a preferable measure of competition in elections, and the best available starting point to test hypotheses relating to the causes and consequences of electoral competition.
Illustrating the Importance of Sample Selection
One area where the NELDA data should be particularly useful is in understanding what other factors influence how competitive election outcomes are likely to be. For such questions, the NELDA competition measure should be used to define the relevant universe of cases. In this section we illustrate how sample selection matters, focusing on the problem of biased inferences and the risk of selecting cases on the dependent variable. Our simple illustration shows how media freedom influences election outcomes. We show that the estimates of how media freedom influences the probability of an incumbent party loss change significantly based on sample selection, and that alternative methods of sample selection underestimate how media manipulation decreases the probability of an incumbent party loss.
Sample Selection and Inferences About Media Freedom and Electoral Competitiveness
Theoretically, a manipulated media hampers the ability of opposition parties to compete in elections, and should make incumbent loss less likely. How should one define the relevant sample of elections on which to test hypothesis about limited media freedoms on whether incumbents lose elections? As we have argued, it would be a mistake to exclude cases based on the outcome of the election, and more general indices of political institutions or categories of regime type have the potential to produce similar problems.
Following the three alternative rules defined above, we specify four different methods of drawing the relevant sample -NELDA competition, margin of victory (Rule 1), regime type (Rule 2), and Polity/Freedom House (Rule 3). We keep the example as simple as possible to maintain focus on the sampling issue.
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Dependent Variable
For our measure of competitiveness (as an outcome of the election), we examine whether the incumbent's party lost the election. This information is available as a binary indicator through nelda24: Did the incumbent's party lose? If the incumbent or ruling party lost the election, then a "yes" is coded. 21 This is one plausible measure of competitiveness, as elections where the incumbent party is more likely to lose are more competitive, all else equal.
Independent Variables
For our independent variable of interest we focus on manipulation of the media and its inverse, media freedom. We use two measures of media bias: one from NELDA and one from The score ranges from 0 to 100, with scores from 0 to 30 regarded as free media; 31 to 60, partly free media, and 61 to 100 as not free. We have lagged this measure and subtracted it from 100 so that the metric is subject to a more natural interpretation: 0 -no media freedom, 100 -complete media freedom. The two measures tap related concepts. The less free the media is on the FH score, the more likely it is that this generates pro-government bias.
21 Full documentation from the NELDA website.
Sample Selection
Model (1) Przeworski et al. (2000, 1-51) for more on the specific rules. 26 The idea is that any differences should be driven not by the availability of covariates (which may be systematically available or not for earlier historical periods or certain countries) but by the substantive sample selection rule alone.
The number of elections in each model varies from over 1,000 observations to about half of that (for the democracy subsample). Because the scales are different for the two dependent variables, the signs of the estimates should be opposite: negative in Table 3 (pro-government media makes incumbent party loss less likely) and positive in Table 4 (freer media makes loss more likely).
[Tables 3-4 about here]
Comparing across the models, the two tables show similar patterns: the estimated impact of the coefficient of interest for the full competition sample (Model 1) is greater than the impact when conditioning on seat share, Polity/Freedom House, and procedural democracy.
Findings are similar across both measures of media bias.
Looking at Table 4 , the impact of media freedom on incumbent party loss declines from Model (1) to Model (2), where the largest party holds less than 0.75 share of the elected seats. This is in line with the model presented in Figure 5 . If unfree media is a form of advantage to the incumbent (β in that figure), excluding elections that yield less competitive results should attenuate the estimate on the parameter of interest. Moving to Model (3), with the sample based on a combined measure of Polity/Freedom House, the size of the effect of media bias on incumbent victory decreases further. In Model (4), which restricts attention to procedural democracies, the estimated effect of media manipulation declines so much that it is difficult to distinguish from zero. The sample selection in Model 4 systematically rules out less competitive elections. Thus, the non-finding can be thought of as a form of sampling-induced bias.
Model 4 is not intended to question the validity of the procedural definition of democracy.
Rather, our point is that if the goal of the researcher is to estimate the influence of a particular factor on degrees of electoral competitiveness, the researcher should weigh carefully the advantages and disadvantages from using regime type to restrict the sample. Most regime typologies that we are aware of (democracy, electoral authoritarianism, hegemonic authoritarianism, and so on) rely at least in part on electoral outcomes, and so truncate the sample by competitiveness. In general, this has sometimes large implications for the estimated parameters of interest.
[ Figure 8 about here]
To further illustrate differences that can result from sample selection, Figure 8 shows predicted probabilities from the coefficient estimates in Models 1, 2 and 4 on Table 4 .
27 If unfree media (press freedom = 25) is a strategy used by incumbent parties stay in power, moving from free (=75) to unfree media should increase the chances of an incumbent win. The figure shows how modifying the sample depresses the estimated effectiveness of this strategy. At a minimum, the researcher may underestimate the effect of biasing strategies and at the extreme, may fail to find support for a hypothesis that, in fact, holds. The opposite is also possible for research questions in which less competitive elections are correlated with electoral strategy that is only likely to work at higher levels of democracy.
Conclusion
The contribution of this article is best illustrated by five related observations: First, for scholars evaluating the causes and consequences of electoral competition, outcome-based measures of electoral competition, by excluding elections in which the opposition can compete but did not perform sufficiently well, may introduce biased estimates in research on a wideranging set of questions. Second, broader measures of regime type or indices of political institutions do not identify the appropriate universe of cases on which propositions about how elections turn out should be tested. Third, no existing public dataset has comparable scope of coverage of elections as unique and identifiable events. Fourth, relative to existing datasets on elections, the data are more flexible outside of the country-year format and can be easily transformed into the structure that is most appropriate to a specific research question.
Finally, the list of election events makes adding additional election-specific variables relatively straightforward, a feature that we hope will facilitate further research and collaboration. This final point is simple, but may arguably prove a lasting contribution of the project.
As elections have spread across regime types, attention to measurement of election-specific indicators of competition is a necessary step in understanding when and how elections matter, as well as evaluating the relationship between the structure of political institutions and 27 Predicted probabilities obtained with Clarify (King, Tomz and Wittenberg, 2000) .
strategies used by political actors to seek or maintain power. 
